TREND SEMINAR PROGRAMME
Continuing Professional Development

CPD SEMINAR

Take back control to achieve
sustainable energy savings
Overview:

The fastest and most effective route to sustainable energy savings is to review and
optimise the performance of the Building Energy Management System (BEMS). As much
as 84% of your building’s energy consumption could be under the control of a BEMS.
But are you in control of it? This seminar explains how you can significantly reduce the
energy consumed within your building, using an asset that you probably already own.
Course details:
Managing energy consumption is
a business imperative. The cost
of energy used within the built
environment continues to rise at an
alarming rate and will remain at a
premium until we find more efficient
ways to power our daily lives without
the heavy reliance on fossil fuels.
As a result many businesses are
turning to alternative renewable
energy sources such as solar
and wind power, or expending
substantial amounts of capital in the
renewal of building services plant
and equipment, such as installing
condensing boilers and plate heat
exchangers. However, simply by
making your BEMS work harder,
you can reduce your energy usage
and make improvements in line
with your carbon reduction (CRC)
commitments.

Energy savings are relatively
quick and simple to achieve and
consistently offer an excellent
return on investment. A well
managed BEMS provides numerous
opportunities to reduce energy
consumption, without adversely
affecting comfort conditions of the
building occupiers.

The course includes:
n

How to take back control of your
building energy usage

n

Effective day to day management
of your BEMS

n

A step by step plan to achieve
sustainable energy savings

DURATION: APPROX. 1 HOUR

WHO WILL BENEFIT

This seminar will be
beneficial to all Building
Services professionals
and End Users who need
their Building Energy
Management System to
reduce their energy usage
and carbon emissions

TO MAKE AN ENQUIRY OR TO BOOK A COURSE PLEASE
G O T O W W W. T R E N D C O N T R O L S . C O M , C A L L 0 1 4 0 3 2 1 1 8 8 8
OR EMAIL CAROL.MORLEY@TRENDCONTROLS.COM

I would like to receive details on the following CPD seminar(s)
I would like to arrange a presentation on the following CPD seminar(s)

TITLE

DESCRIPTION

BEMS Systems
Simplified

An introductory look at the world of Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS). This will explain
the jargon and expose the myths – leaving you in a better position to understand and to translate your
requirements into a system that will fulfil your criteria.

n

Building on your BEMS

The BEMS industry is evolving and converging with the IT world on technologies and networks.
This presentation explains the various local and wide area networks commonly used for BEMS
communications.

n

Complete control
with BEMS

This presentation explains how BEMS controls can provide the solution for any number of specific
customer requirements – from standard HVAC plant to much wider applications such as lighting.

n

Take back control

As much as 84% of your building’s energy consumption could be under the control of a BEMS.
But are you in control of it? This seminar explains how changes to the usage of a building over time
can significantly affect the energy consumed and demonstrates how to take back control and to achieve
sustainable energy savings going forward.

n

Building Regulations,
Standards, Legislation
and BEMS

This seminar provides an entry level overview of the regulations, standards and legislation affecting the
UK building industry, and outlines how your BEMS can help towards requirements and compliance.

n

Integrated Building
Management

This seminar will show you how to take control of your building portfolio by developing
a coherent centrally managed estate strategy and in turn exploit the inherent capabilities
of your Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS).

n

Sustainable high quality
patient care environments

This seminar aims to educate and drive behavioural change of BEMS designers and operators in order to
utilise the BEMS fully to achieve sustainable, efficient, high quality patient care environments.

n

I would anticipate that the possible audience may number:

up to 5 people

5-10

11-20
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